CLASSIFICATION

- Site No: 07W
- Location: GAA pitch, Waterford
- Size: 1.27Ha
- Ownership: Not Known
- Planning Status/Zoning: Open Space
- Objective/Designation: Sports Ground

LOCATION MAP

DESCRIPTION

- Landscape Type: Formal-GAA pitch
- Facilities: GAA Pitch
- Effectiveness: Low accessibility, Low usage and contribution to city form
- Safety: Enclosed by high steel fence and trees. Not overlooked. No surveillance. No anti social indicators

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

- Low visual amenity Pitch sheltered by trees, moderate management, low usage. High function and high definition of boundaries

POTENTIAL AND OPPORTUNITY

- Improve visual amenity by tree planting to boundaries, to enhance setting and visual amenity
- Improve and reinforce

KILKENNY OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION STUDY